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CHAPTER 7

HOW NONPROFITS CLOSE

Using Narratives to Study
Organizational Processes

Beth M. Duckles, Mark A. Hager, and Joseph Galaskiewicz

INTRODUCTION

Organizational theorists have long been interested in why organizations
close. These theories attribute closure to newness and small size (Hannan
& Freeman, 1989; Stinchcombe, 1965), an inability to reproduce commit-
ment (Starbuck, Greve, & Hedberg, 1977), intra-organizational conflict
(Levine, 1978), the lack of human resources and management skills, 11l1fa-
vorable niche conditions (Carroll & Swaminathan, 2000; Hannan & Car-
roll, 1992), the lack of organizational sociopolitical legitimacy (Singh,
Tucker, & House, 1986), the lack of connections to other organizations
(Baum & Oliver, 1991), and the completion of the organization's mission
(Levine, 1978). Most of the studies of organizational closure focliS on
uncoveling various correlates of failure. Except for Sutton (1987), few
examine the ways that organizations close. This paper focuses on howorga-
nizations close-the process of closure-looking at how events unfold in
the process of closure.
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We add to the literature by arguing that some features of nonprofit
organizations, which the extant literature has ignored, may affect how they
close. In particular, we focus on the non-distribution constraint and the
mandate to provide community benefits. Mter developing a model for how
and why nonprofits might close and representing these in event structures,
we test these stOIies describing closure against the stories of closure as told
by fanner executives and board members of 31 nonprofit organizations
that closed between 1980 and 1994 in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropoli-
tan area.

STORIES ABOUT NONPROFIT CLOSURE

Researchers have begun to recognize that the character of nonprofit orga-
nizations can affect why and how they close. In contrast to suictly ecologi-
cal studies of nonprofit closure (e.g., Hannan & Freeman, 1988; Minkoff,
1997), researchers have noted that factors distinctive to the nonprofit fonn
affect the rate of dissolution. For example, Singh, Tucker, and Meinhard
(1991) and Singh et a!. (1986) discussed the vulnerability of voluntary
social service organizations to external constituencies and evaluations,
because of the difficulty of measuring performance using conventional
output or process measures. Baum and Oliver (1991) argue that people in
Toronto viewed non profits as more appropriate providers of childcare ser-
vices. People feel tllat for-profit providers are more interested in profits
than quality care. In contrast, non profits are typically viewed as more "ori-
ented toward community responsiveness, noncompetitive behavior, coop-
erative activities, social image, and the fulfillment of social needs" (Baum &
Oliver, 1996, p. 1388). They see this legitimacy as a hedge against closure
and important in explaining how nonprofit childcare providers coped with
competition. Hagel~ Galaskiewicz, and Larson (2004) also focus on the fact
that non profits are often tied to larger institutional structUres, for instance,
the government, but also noted that tlley often have ties to donors and vol-
unteers. Because of their orientation toward community service, these
organizations can draw on tlle goodwill of the community, which can
buffer them from the liability of newness. Because donations and volunteer
time are "free" to the organization, the nonprofits have more slack than
their business counterparts whose employees and investors are looking for
financial returns.

This paper focuses on two institutional aspects of the nonprofit organi-
zation that previous research on closure has not specifically addressed: tlle
non-distribution constraint and the community benefit purpose of the
organization. The factors that the above studies have focused on are more
prevalent in nonprofit~ than for-profits; for instance, ambiguous technolo-
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gies (Singh et a!., 1986), dependence on government funding (Singh et aI.,
1991), favorable public opinion (Baum & Oliver, 1996), and donations and
volunteers (Hager et a!., 2004). However, these factors are not unique to
the nonprofit form nor does each and evel)' nonprofit share these rraits.
Instead we focus on two institutional norms that uniquely bind private non-
profit organizations: the non-distribution constraint, and, for public chari-
ties in the United States, the expectation of community benefit.

Nonprofit organizations are constrained by the non-distribution
requirement, which requires any organizarion acquiring tax-exempt status
as a nonprofit organization to refrain from distributing any profits to pri-
vate parties (Simon, 1987). The organization is not forbidden from gener-
ating a profit; howevel~ private individuals either inside or outside the
organization cannot personally benefit financially if the org'anization does
make a profit. For instance, upon dissolution, the earnings ti'om the sale of
organizational assets may not be distributed to individuals but must be
passed ou to another nonprofit organization or used for some public plll"'-
pose. Recently, this has been demonstrated in the creation of new heal th
care foundations upon the sale of nonprofit hospitals to business owners
and investors (DeLucia, 2001).

The significance of this constraint is that mission or non-financial goals
are more important than earning a profit. These are what drive strategy,
program planning, and policies. Examples of non-financial goals include
increasing literacy, working toward socia] justice, feeding the hungl)' or
providing better housing tor t.he poor. Consequently, goal attainment or
failure should be an important part of a nonprofit's closure stOl)'. While a
particular initiative in a business may succeed or fail, it makes little diff('l'-
ence if there are no "bottom-line" implications. Howevel~ in a nonprofit
where non-financial goals are important, failure may lead to serious morale
problems inside the organization and a crisis of legitimacy among external
stakeholders, while success lllay mean that the organization is no longer
needed in the community.

Clearly then the personal conunitment of administrators, employees,
and volunteers to the organization's goals is vel)' important in nonprofits
(Hager et aI., 2004). While this seems obvious for volunteers, paid persoll-
nel often derive "psychic rewards" by working for nonprofits (Young,
1987). If a non-financial mission is driving strategy and program activities,
then personnel must buy into the mission, at least to some degree, in
order to accomplish organizational ends. Unless the organization is a "fol"'-
profit in disguise" (Weisbrod, 1988), in other words, plowing surplus back
into salalies and perquisites, the success of the organization will depend
upon personuel believing in the goals of the organization and figuring
out ways to accomplish these ends. This makes people and their values/
beliefs very important to the organization and the organization very vul-
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nerable to people's feelings. Indeed, if administrators, employees, and vol-
unteers no longer believe in the stated goals, there is very little to compel
them to further the organization's mission. These are issues that busi-
nesses need not worry about inasmuch as people will still work for pay
even if they do not believe in the goals of the organization.l Consequently,
if insiders' commitment to the nonprofit falters and/or they leave, itjeop-
ardizes the organization. These are major events. If conflict enlpts, the sit-
uation may be desperate since it suggests that people are not all working
toward the same ends.

Another consequence of the non-distribution constraint is that it is diffi-
cult to evaluate the organization and its outputs. As noted by Frumkin and
Galaskiewicz (2004), nonprofits' outputs are often indivisible and out-
comes cannot be measured until far into the future. Without tlle "hard
data" which businesses rely on for their measures of effectiveness, such as
sales, stOck market price, and net income, nonprofits have to rely on other
indicators. For example, they may measure number of volunteers or
employees, donations, numbers served, and total revenues. But these are
input measures, these measures do not get at outcomes, and many non-
financial goals have to do with outcomes, such as a healthy and educated
citizenry, greater appreciation of art and music and social justice (Helman
& Renz, 1999). Alternatively, one measures tlle process of evaluation
instead of actually measlUing inputs, outputs, or outcomes (Forbes, 1998).
Evaluation is tIms socially constructed or negotiated by those in the organi-
zation. Our point is that non-financial performance is much more difficult
to Ineasure tllan financial performance.

One consequence of this is that it is difficult to make strategic decisions
with respect to mission, since information feedback on performance is not
readily available. Different alternatives can appear attractive, but there is
no way to evaluate them with any rigOl: In a crisis situation this can be dev-
ilish. Without clear Cliteria to make decisions, nonprofits are prone to
experimenting and can overreact to situations and change radically. On
the one hand, they might expand operations by recruiting new members,
procuring a new grant, hiring new administrators, or moving into new
product lines. They could also merge with or acquire other organizations.
On the other hand, tIley can contract by divesting assets, terminating prod-
uct lines, or firing people. While they may be able to calculate the potential
financial benefits or liabilities of each option, there is little way to measure
the potential impact on outcomes and thus goal attainment.

While nonprofit organizations may be very flexible and responsive to
tlleir internal situation and external environment, they may be too fluid
for their own good. Hannan and Freeman (1989) wam that every time
organizations change they raise doubts about their reliability and account-
ability. If they expand operations or merge with another organization,
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organizations have to learn new routines and figure out how to structure
roles and restructure incentives. Learning imposes costs on organizations
and puts them at a competitive disadvantage vis-,l-vis more seasoned pro-
viders. If they contract, they lose capacity (skills and resources) and
become weaker. This lllay also signal the outside world that they are "in
decline" which will only exacerbate their problems. Thus, while it may be
tempting to change course, the outcomes are not always beneficial.

It is also the case that certain non profits, specifically public charities, are
expected to benefit the community rather than just members or owners
(Simon, 1987). That is, they are expected to provide socially desirable but
economically unprofitable goods and services, which the government
decides it will not or cannot produce (Weisbrod, 1988, 1998). These ser-
vices include education, religion, amateur sports, prevention of cruelty to
children and animals, elimination of prejudice and discrimination, aud
relief of the poor, distressed, or under-privilegecF In exchange for provid-
ing these community benefits, charities are given access to tax deductible
contributions, and some are given exemptions from property and sales tax
as well as reduced postal rates. Because they are ostensibly public-regard-
ing, charities need to be cognizant of how the community evaluates them.
If a charity's bona jid<iis called into questioned, the conununity's percep-
tions of the organization become crucial. In this respect they are more vul-
nerable to issues of legitimacy than businesses (Baum & Oliver, 1991,
1996). Thus events like a funder terminating a grant or clients no longer
using the services of the organization or the public signaling that it does
not want its services can be crucial. In many respects, this sounds familiar
to Stinchcombe's (1965) account of how newer organizations have to
worry more about their relations to stakeholders. However, in our story this
is endemic to all non profits whatever their age. If a public charity loses its
legitimacy in the community, it lllay lose its commuuity's support.

This is not to say that finances in nonprofits are unimportant. However,
their role in the organization is different from businesses where they are an
end in and of themselves. In contrast, in non profits financials are the
means 10 achieve non-financial ends. As James (1986) argues, non profits
will often subsidize unprofitable mission-related activities (for instance,
running a soup kitchen) with profitable activities that are not central to the
mission (such as selling cookies, auctioning off prizes, hosting a golf tom...
nament, or doing fund raising). If profitable activities fail to genel'ate
enough revenue to subsidize mission-related activities, then the organiza-
tion has a financial Cl;sis. This, in turn, can lead to program failure (insuffi-
cient funds to support mission-related activities) or to a loss of external
legitimacy and support (no one wants to support a losing organization).
Alternatively, program failure or the loss of external legitimacy can create a
financial crisis, because of a loss of revenues. The causal ordeling can go in
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either direction. Nonetheless, financial performance is important in non-
profits as it is in all organizations; however, it fits into the organization's
story somewhat differently than in the case of businesses.

PUTTING A MODEL TOGETHER

Sutton (1987) gives us a scenario for how organizations close. He argues
that the death process proceeds in identifiable stages. The first stage
includes efforts by members to avert organizational demise. Most of the
examples given by Sutton included what we would characterize as radical
change. The organization tries to do something different to increase the
organization's legitimacy, the flow of resources or efficiency. In the same
period, mmors would fly about the organization that it was on the verge of
closing and panic would set in. If turnaround efforts were unsuccessful,
managers would then announce that closure was inevitable and begin to
dismantle the organization. Often an official closing date is announced. In
response, people feel depressed or sad and some feel angry with manage-
ment. The next stage involves both disbanding and reconnecting tasks. Dis-
banding tasks sever ties between the organization and its members, clients,
suppliers, and even physical objects and settings. Reconnecting consists of
establishing links between tllese elements-especially members, employ-
ees, and clients-to other organizations. Finally, management makes a
statement that the organization is defunct, the entity closes, and in some
cases parting ceremonies are held.

Our goal is to speculate on how nonprofits, and particularly public char-
ities, might close. Ifwe modity Sutton's (1987) general framework to fit the
nonprofit organization, we would speculate that the sequence of events
might follow the scenarios in Figure 7.1. Here we argue that, if an organiza-
tion fulfills its mission (Mission Completion), people inside the organization
will lose interest in the organization, begin to leave, and there may be some
bickering over how to close down operations or whether the organization
should find a new mission (Loss of Internal Commitment). Mter that, the
organization simply closes. Nothing is really done to change the situation,
since the organization has accomplished its mission and need not go on.

In contrast, a failed program (Program Failu17!), losing the support of
external stakeholders (Loss of External Commitment), or a serious financial
problem (Financial Crisis) should lead to the kind offrenetic change activity

that Sutton described. A financial crisis may precede program failure or a
loss of external support; alternatively, a loss of external support or program
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Figure 7.1. Model of organizational closure for nonprofit organizations.

failure may precede a financial crisis. Whatever the sequence, nonprofits
will respond with an effort to change the sitUation. Thus, the image is an
organization desperately seeking a way to do something right in the face of
a crisis. It may divest assets, downsize or flre staff (Contraction) or it may
aggressively recruit new members, hire new people, expand their offerings,
go after a new grant, or merge with another nonproflt (Expansion). ''''e sus-
pect that if the situation stabilizes and the organization returns to equilib-
rium, tllen the crisis is over. However, as I-Iannan and Freeman (1989)
warn, organizational change can be problematic. If the organization
expands operations or merges, it is learning how to do new thing"s at a time
when it needs stability and clear direction. If the organization contracts
operations, it loses capacity and may appear to be faltering in the eyes of
stakeholders. If these measures fail, then the next stage of Sutton's story
plays out: insiders walk, those who are left have a lower level of commit-
ment to the organization, and conflict is common (Loss of Internal COJnmit-
rtU'nf). At this point, people begin to connect with new causes and the
organization has closing ceremonies.

NARRATIVES

Scholars in social and formal organization have a history of deep descrip-
tions and cal-eful inferences that are drawn from lengthy periods of obseI"

vations and interviews. At best, this research allows a dearer understanding
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of complex organizational processes. Selznick's work is emblematic of this
research in his analysis of local economic and political control (Selznick,
1949) and co-optation of organizational processes (Selznick, 1952). The
past 50 years have included a decided shift in scholarship of social and for-
mal organizations. Such scholarship has come to be known as "organiza-
tional science," and most of this work reflects the positivist approach that
such a name implies. As in many disciplines, large-N quantitative analysis
has supplanted deep description as the primary means of studying organi-
zational processes.

Whatever advances might be claimed from the trend toward quantita-
tive analysis of organizations, the disadvantages are stark. The sharpest
shortcoming is the diminution of complex descriptions of organizational
processes, especially across individual, group, organizational, and commu-
nity levels of analysis. Selznick's studies give readers a clear understanding
of the nuances that influence organizational behavior and outcomes.
Before quantitative analysis had become so firmly entrenched in organiza-
tional science, Daft and Wiginton (1979) argued for a greater diversity of
modes of communication to the study of organizations. They suggest that
the mode of analysis should match the degree of complexity in a social sys-
tem. When a system is simple and well understood, mathematical models
are well suited for describing the system; however, when the system is com-
plex, high variety language is needed to make sense of the complexity.

Reflecting on Daft and Wiginton (1979), Pacanowsky (1988) extends
the argument to choice of methodology. He opines that most organiza-
tional scholars, "by their choice of statistical and scholarly languages, have
maximized their ability to capture low- to rnedium-equivocality organiza-
tional events, but have butchered (or of necessity, avoided) highlyequivo-
cal (read: every day) organizational events" (p. 458). Organizational life is
nuanced and complicated, two characteristics that often make quantitative
analysis a poor choice as an investigative tool. Daft and Wiginton suggest
that poem, painting, and song may be better matched to the complexity of
the phenomena, although Pacanowsky is content with narrative as a means
of understanding organizational processes.

Narrative as a method of analysis has been used in organizational stud-
ies, social psychological research as well as historical analyses. Franzosi
(1994, 1998) argues that narratives are filled with information that gives
the researcher the possibility of both linguistic and structural analyses,
which are rich with evidence. Shelton Reed (1989) argues that the schol-
arly writing in the social sciences could benefit from further emphasis on
narrative and more empha~is on application of concepts to descriptive and
interpretive narratives that contextualize the theory. He suggests that not
only does this offer a more interesting and provocative reading but will
make social science research more accessible to the general public.
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In the organizational literature, Stevenson and Greenberg (1998) ana-
lyze narratives in looking at organizational change. They employ event
structure analysis to look at the narration of an organization's mobilization
around an environmental issue. Additionally, social movements' scholars
such as Polletta (2002) use narratives to discuss the construction of expla-
nations of the occurrence of 1960s sit in protesL~. She finds that the narra-
tives are a key method of explaining the discourse and the trajectory of the
movement organizations. Social psychologists use narrative analysis to look
at the construction of identjty and identity politics as told in interview set-
tings (Somers, 1994). One example of an application of this type of iden-
tity work is Mason-Schrock's (1996) stUdy of transsexuals and how they deal
with identity in preoperative interviews. Historical sociologists find narra-
tjve lIseful in the temporal construction of historical events. This helps to
systema6ze explanations and intet-pretations of the time period studied.
Griffin (1993) offers an example of event structure analysis in the story of a
lynching in the 1930s to demonstrate the advantage of this method (see
also Calhoun, 1998).

In the present context, narrative refers to understanding organizational
processes by listening to and making sense of stories. Stone (1979) defines a
narrative as the organization of materials into a sequential order and focus-
ing the content into a single coherent story, inevitable subplots notwith-
standing. Researchers have analyzed narratives in a great variety of ways,
ranging from summary of general impressions to rigorous analysis of the
orders and relationships of words and concepts (Miles & Huberman, 1984).

A primary, contemporary criticism of organizational analyses that rely
on qualitative data is that they are not sufficiently Jigorous, and that results
are therefore based too much on the interpretations of the analyst rather
than on the structure underlying the data. Consequently, qualitative data
analysts have made inroads into the club of positive organizational scholar-
ship through rigorous analysis of event sequences (e.g., Abbott. 1983;
Abbott & Hrycek 1990). The method and analysis in this chapter likewise
seek to bridge the methodological criticism gap via rigorous treatment of
narrative data. We believe that narratives are superior elements for stmly-
ing the complexities of organizational life. However, we also believe that
analysts can study narratjves in a way that is both honest to narratives and
appropriately analytic in the eyes of the positive scientjst.

A STUDY OF ORGANIZATIONAL CLOSURE

The data for this paper are from a longitUdinal study of nonprofit..~ in [he
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota metropolitan area (see Galaskiewicz
& Bielefeld, 1998). A population of tax-exempt organizations under IRS
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section 501(c) (3) was compiled from the Cumulative List of Organizations
(U.S. Department of the Treasury, 1979) for the Twin Cities five county
metropolitan area. The list was current for October 31, 1979. Private and
corporate foundations as well as churches and congregations were then
excluded; howeveI~ social service agencies with religious affiliations, such
as Catholic hospitals, were kept in the sampling frame. Thus, all the organi-
zations in our study were public charities. The organizations in the popula-
tion were then coded into functional categories: health/welfare,
education, legal, housing/urban development, mass media, recreational,
civic, cultural, environmental and miscellaneous, and researchers took a 20
percent stratified random sample of the population. This sample included
326 nonprofit organizations, of which 229 were interviewed in 1980 and
1981. The researchers asked for detailed information on finances, person-
nel and organizational mission and goals.

The researchers returned to conduct follow-up interviews in 1984-85,
1988-89 and 1993-94. In 1984-85, the study interviewed 201 nonprofits,
in 1988-89, they reinterviewed 174 nonprofits and for the final phase in
1993-94, they interviewed 162 organizations. By the end of the study in
1994, there were 156 organizations. (For further details on the study
design consult Galaskiewicz & Bielefeld, 1998 and Hager et aI., 1996.)

Through the course of the fourteen-year study, 74 organizations left the
panel. Thirty-nine of these exits were because the organization closed.3
Organizational closure was defined as an organization whose services were
no longer available to the community. Thus, mergers, acquisitions, conver-
sions, and departures were not counted as closures. For some organiza-
tions, the legal stanIS of nonprofit may still exist, but there is no activity
within the entity (see Hager et a!., 1996). These organizations were consid-
ered dead.

One of the authors conducted in-depth, audio taped exit interviews with
representatives from 31 of the 37 cases (Hager, 1999). He was unable to
find or was turned down by representatives of six organizations. Since
recall problems and respondent reinterpretations of historical events chal-
lenge this research design (several organizations had been closed for more
than 10 years), he sought multiple respondents whenever possible. For 21
organizations there was a single respondent, in 10 there were at least two
respondents. Most interviews were conducted face-to-face, although some
were collected over the phone and some stories were supplemented by sto-
ries found in newspaper archives. Most of the organizations that closed
were very small with little or no paid staff.

Hager (1999) asked interviewees to tell us all they could about the cir-
cumstances surrounding the dosing of their organization. The questioning
was open-ended and the interviewer asked a minimum of questions, prefer-
ring to allow the respondent to tell the story. By using open-ended ques-
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tioning, Hager (1999) was able to capture t.he .complexity of the
organizational closure process in a manner tl~at 11lghhg~1ts t~1Cnuances ~f

the process. The data consists of detaile~l s~ones of th.e umehne o~ dos.UI e..
the events that led to closure and often mtl1nate detmls about the mtel pel-
sonal relationships, the difficult decisions these respondents faced, and the
challenges of being a part of a declining organization.

Some respondents refused to speak at all, unwilling to open old wounds
regarding failed enterprises. Others were reti~:ent, givi.ng few details. ~1()st,
however, seemed pleased with the opportumty to reltve old memones of
something they once, or still, feJt very strongly about. Some seemed very
practiced, as if they had told the story many times;. others appeared .to l~e.
constructing a cogent narrative for the very firs~ time: In no case (lid \H
feel like respondents were willfully distorting theIr stones. Nonethel~ss, ~ve
limit our assumptions that the stories we heard fully reflect the ol~Jectlve
reality of the closure of the organization-after all. many of our respon-
dents were the executive directors or board members who absorbed the
blame for failing to keep an organization open. Multipl~ respon.dents were
not an entirely satisfactory solution, since they occa~lO.nal!y

11ltroduced

conflicting accounts of specific events. Despite these lumtatIons: our data
consist of 31 stoties of 31 nonprofit organizations that closed their doors.

The organizations that dosed and responde.d to 01lI~requests f?l: i.nte~'views
were a diverse group of organizations that dJ(I a vanety of aCU\1t.I~S.

II1 the

conullunity. The organizations were categorized by the g~ne~al
acl1V1tJesth~lt

the organization performed (see Table 7.1). .Some
orgaruzatIons enga~ed II1

multiple activities. For instance, a dance studIO that taught dance to cluldl en
would be categorized as "Arts," "Education," and "Childre~." Mor~ tI~an a
third of the organizations had education as central to theu: orgal~lzal.Ional
goals. This was followed by organizations tl~at ~ocused on s~)CIal.servIces Sl,ICh
as activities for disabled childreu and orgaruzauons that wel e onented Iowal d

Table 7.1. Organizations by Activity

Educational
11

7

7
Social Services

Arts
5

Church Affiliated

Children
5

4
Urban Devdopment

3
Sen iors

,~

3
Political

Health Care
2

Other
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the arts. There were a significant number of organizations with church affilia-
tions that offered services such as counseling or marriage "encounters." Four
organizations focused on activities designed to bring housing or development
to the urban areas. Our sample had three organizations apiece that focused
on senior citizens, political activities and health care.

Figure 7.2 shows the age distribution in the thirty-one organizations we
interviewed. In total the average age at closure was 13.4 (with a standard devi-
ation of 10.3). In Figure 7.3, 48.3 percent or almost half of the organizations
were less than ten years of age and 77.4 percent of the organizations were
under the age of 15 years. These 31 organizations were generally younger
than the organizations that survived the panel study (Hager et a!., 2004).

Armed with 31 transcripts of such stories, our research question was
whether we could uncover general. processes of organizational closure.
That is, despite the fact that the details of each story were startlingly differ-
ent, could we abstract chains of events that helped to explain (and u1ere-
fore increase understanding of) the organizational closure process for
these community-based non profits?

Number of Organizations

12

8

10

6

4

2

0
1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40
Distribution of Age at Death

FigUl-e 7.2. Age of organizations at closure.
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Three Approaches to Data Analysis

Some research projects begin with a clear plan for data collect~on, anal-
ysis, and reporting and end after implementa.li?n of th~t pla.n. TI~ls was not
one of those projects. Rather, the data analysIs descnbed In tillS chapter
emel-ged over a period of years. At each stage, we took stock of the nature
of our data and the array of tools available to us and adapted the tools to fit
our analvtic needs. Retrospectively, we can identify three distinct
approach~s to data analysis, each with its own following and JiteratUre. Ol~r
resnlts are a unique amalgamation of different approaches to the analysIs
and presentation of qualitative data.

1. Event Structure Analysis
The .first task was to translate each organizational narrative into a fonnat

that would facilitate analysis. We considered Abbott's (1983, 1992) optin~al
matching approach, but that approach is limited to linear sequentIal
events while our stories rarely described linear sequential causal processes.
Rather, the stOlies more often reflect a complex web of interconnected
events. Consequently, we adopted Heise's (1989) event stmcture anal~'sis
(ESA). Event structure analysis is a computer-assisted method for definmg
the logical relations among events, focusing on how each event enables
and expands other events (lIeise,

) 991). .
The first step in creating an event structure of a narrative is reductIon

of the narrative to a list of sequential events. These events are rarely a
series of events where one event is a necessary and sufficient condition for
the event that immediately follows it. Rather, the list is a sequential offer-
ing of events that were relevant to the research query-that i.s, t~e r:asons
why the organiza60n closed. The event list for an art orgal11zatIon II1 our
study is as follows;

1. Divorce of the directors.

2. Not enough stalf to maintain the organization.

3. One directOr left the Twin CWes.

4. Organization closed.

To create the event structure for this case, we entered these events in the
given order. 'Vhen all the events have been entered, ESA asks a seties .(~f
questions about how each event relates to previ~u.s ev~nts. More speCIfi-
cally, ESA asks which pdor events are prereqIllsltes ,for th:

last ev~nt

entered, building a logical structure of cause and eftect as It goes. }'01:
example, ESA began its queries with. "~as

-
~i1l0rceof the directors a cau~e, o~

not enough staff to maintain the organIZatIOn:', to whICh. we ,answer:d .
'tes

since our understanding of the story and the dynamIc of orgaIlIzatIonal
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events dictated that the divorce was a direct cause of the staffing problems
for the organization. Next, ESA asked "Was not enough staff to maintain the
Qrganization a cause of One director left the Twin Cities?", to which we answered
"No" since the narrative did not suggest that the reduced staffing was the
reason why one of the directors left the city.

The questions continue until ESA has established a full accounting of
all the causal relationships between events. ESA does not need to ask
about all the logical combinations of events, however. According to Heise
(online tutorial), "ESA conducts complete and very efficient elicitations,
asking every required question and never a needless question even in very
complex systems with scores of events." Once the questioning was com-
plete, ESA displayed its output in a relational graphical display with nodes
representing events and lines representing causal connections between
events. The event structure for the arts organization example is found in
Figure 7.3.

The reader should be aware of two important characteristics of these
structures. First, the figures represent a chronological unfolding of organi-
zational events. This is not to say that the events represent a timeline where
the distance between events in the event structure represents a propor-
tional amount of time elapsed. Rather, the boxes have only a simple tempo-
ral relation with top boxes representing initial events, parallel boxes
representing concurrent events, and the bottom box representing the ter-
minal event. Second, the boxes in the figures have not been selected to tell
a particular story, but rather represent the best approximation of organiza-
tional events based on the data in interviewee narratives. They are a reduc-
tion of the existing data, with the minimum of interpretation required to
portray a coherent narrative of organizational events.

Heise (1991, p.136) contends that event structure analysis "materializes
expert understandings about processes that might be impenetrable to the
uninfoffi1ed." Whereas we began with a narrative about marital divorce
and ultimate organizational demise, the result is a logical SU1.lcture of

1
Divorce of Co-directors

I
Not Enough Staff to

Maintain Organization
One Director Left
Twin Cities Area

L .--JOrganization Closed

Figure 7.3. Event structure for arts organization divorce example.
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events from beginning to terminal event and pairings ~~.
events, that have

causal relationships. According to the event structure (FI~ure ?3), the-
co-

directors' divorce (the fIrst event which the interviewee IdenufJed as I ele-
vant to the closure storv) l-esuJted in two outcomes, namely the la~k of aclc-

uate staff to nUl the 'organization and the decisio~ for o.ne
dIrector to

~ursue a job in another city. Both of these factOl-s dIrectly mflllenced the
closure of the organization. .

Hager (1999) initially constJ1.lcted 31 event SU1.lctllres. SI.lbsequelltly,
two colleagues reread the original naITatives and made ~uggeStIOll~ on I~ow

< .
b I' f] I 1' 1 e Su gg estIons were 1I1COIpo-

the event structures mIght e mo( I le( . 1es. . -
_. .

rated in the event structUres we analyze in this papel:. WII1I~ the StHlCtlll
~s

. r " thel ' l- ow n ri ght the y did not uumedlately result 111
were Ilhormatlve HI . '.

" "
information that would allow us to make clauBs ab?~lt

general ~rg,ulJza-

tjonal processes. For that, we needed to conduct adcltuonal analysIs.

2. Focllsed Coding of Elle1lts .
Glaser and Strauss's (1967) pioneedng book, The DL5.c07:eryof.Gro1l1/f/:d

Theor); remains the most thorough guide on the ~ystematlc JIldu~tIve dev~l-
opm~nt of general empirical claims from narratIve. o~-

obSerV,~tIon;Jl data:

Many qualitative data collection projects generate IdIOsyncratIc e,ents ,o~
I d

.
t . t gories If a category captl11es aobservations that must Je sorte. In 0 ca e -

, .
.' T ifi

large number of these events or observations, it takes on theoretIca~ sl~n -

cance. Part of the sorting process in the grounded theol): ap~)roa~h I~ ~~Jl1ed

"focused coding." Channaz (1983) describes focused codmg In tillS \va).

Focused coding is the second, selective and conceptual, phase of the coding
process. In focused coding, Ihe researcher takes a lim~led set ~f codes.:. and

a) )Iies them to large amounts of data. The process IS selectIve because the

r~~earcher has already weeded through the materials to devel~)p a useful.se:
of categories. It is conceptual because the codes employed raise Ih~

SOIII~)g

of data to an analytic level rather than one that is used to summanze lal ge
amounts of information (p. lit;. emphasis in original).

Whereas the example discllssed above had only three event~ ?rece~ling
Closure more com lJ\icated cases had more than 30 such even~s. I he ~o,Jl of,

..' ts to a dIscrete
focused coding was to sort hundreds of pre~lpltal1~g even I.n. 'y

number of theoretically meaningful categones. TIns was achle,.ed t~rollgh. d 1
.

t f general cate gones that
an iterative process wherem we generate. a IS, 0, . "',. . .
enCOmlJassed the specific organizational events. l'or

example, dl\OlCe of (()-
.

f '
I ...n' t after we observed other

I
. t -" generated a category 0 UItema, cOIt;.lC

.

c Irec OlS ,
"N gh st'lff to

examples of discord among our organizational events. otenou. '

maintain organization" fostered a category of 1.o1/!board/stafj CG!JaClty,and

"one director left Twin Cities area" helped generate abandoned by Insiders.



14 16
19 Publit: r/oe:m'lwanl/tIllu/ serll/rf-S:There was no interest

or need in the community for the services/products of
the organization.

8 14
20 G01wrnHU!n{m"l',idion on n(/;vilil',\': Government made

them do things that were unpleasant or told them not
to do certain things such as lobbying or engaging in
political activity- Also, government insists on certain

17 21 standards/ accou ntabi Iity.

21 Im"~e/mjnll{J.lion dediT/eJ/"'lli',;': The image or reputa-
tion of the organization is soiled or damaged.

9 10 22 Pmgrf/f/I su.ue.~fj: The organization does sOJ11ething
light. succeeds in a pn~iect/pl'Ogram it implemented.

15 19 23 Mag'''': Organization merged with anotheL

24 Nn.tJ 'memb~njOillf!d: New peoplejoined the ranks of the
o"ganiza(ion.

6 6 25 lvnu/om I!Vt'TIls:Acts of God, misfortune, accidents, etc.

2 2

7 16

4 14

II 13

15 19

10 15

5 5

2 2

13 15

2

3 3

5 6

3 3

1

2 4
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The creation of categories and focus coding of events is not straightfor-
ward due to its subjectivity. Consequently, the tllree authors and two addi-
tional colleagues read interview transcripts, reviewed event structures, and
independently coded events into the emerging analytic categories. When
we differed on coding, or when events suggested the creation or elimina-
tion of an analytic category, we met to discuss and resolve the issue. The
final categories and focus codes of events were reached through debate
and consensus. Table 7.2 shows our final list of 31 focused coding catego-
ries, the number of different organizations where we found this code, and
the number of times we found this code across all organizations.

Table 7.2. Focus Codes and Frequency Within Event Structure Diagrams

Organizations

with code

(',ode hequellcy

within 011ES/J.,Focus Code DcsC7iption

2

DecliningciviccajJitaJ: People's interest in and ability to
volunteer time to work on projects that benefit the
community. Declining civic capital means that people
were less likely/willing to volunteer.

Decreased commitmmt to the orgtlniza.tion/mi<sion: People
in the organization were not as committed to the orga-
nization or its mission as before. They exhibited frus-
tration, depression or bumout.

3 De.crea.<edfimding availability: Funding for the organiza-
tion had dried up or funders (donors, foundations,
govemment agencies, companies) were not as inter-

ested in funding the organization or its mission.

Displaad by competing organizaJiml.: Other nonprofits, for-
profits or govemment agencies began to provide similar

se"~ces to the same clients as the focal organization.

4

5 r.XfJlL1lsionof iT/frastT1lrture: The organization expanded
its operation into a new domain, for instance provided
a new program or sernce, served a new type of client,
or acquired anoUler organization.

Abaruionedby insiders: Members and people who were
working for ule organization, for instance managers,
employees, volunteers (but excluding clients), left the
organization voluntarily.

6

7 Abandoned by clients: Users/consumers of the organiza-
tion's services stopped attending/buying sernces.

Low board/staff capacity: The people in the organiza-
tion lacked the skills/energy/capacity to do the work
of the organization.

8

9 Mission comPletion: The organization accomplished its
goals.

4 5

14 21

12 16

Table 7.2.
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Focus Codes and Frequency Within Event Structure Diagrams

OrJ{(}JI haliO'1I,\'

with rot/I?

C("le he'l"t!ll(y

wilhill all ,,"SO,"'leu".
(,I>de Oe.\'nifltion

10 l'mgmmrnih",,, The organization tried to provide
some activity or program services to men}bers and/or
clients, and it failed or failed to accomplish the goal it
set for it.-elf.

Relinnce on a dedining movement: The ologanizatioll Ilad
becn a part ofa larger sodal movement, bllt interest in
this movement had begun to wane.

12 IlIlemlll alT/flirt: Somebody in the OI-ganization was in
conf1ict with .someone else.

II

13 1J1I1"I'flun-ati:ta.{ion:The organization formalized proce-

dures.

14 f)owu."itiug: Closed facilities, eliminated progl-;UllS, or
people were fired or dismissed.

15 "'rWllti,,1 eri.<i<:Organizations did no! have enough
money to pay their bills or there wa.s a scandal having
to do with finanees.

16 I/imd frrretntiled lIew penmmel: Organization recruited
new staff, trustees, volullteers or adlninislr<1t'ors.

17 /leeeiu,d lIew gmnl or mlllrn.('/: Organization received a
new gnult or contract from a government or private
sector funder.

18 l>il',..lmelil or fl.Hel<:Organization sold or donatc>d some
or all of thei I' asseLs.

11 12



Organizations Code HeqlleTIcy
with code within aIL&1).<

5 5

8 8

4 4

2 5

5 7

10 14
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Table 7.2. Focus Codes and Frequency Within Event Structure Diagrams

FoCl« Code DesCliptum

26 Firings: Organization fires a member of senior man-
agement Board or senior management dismisses a
key member of the management team.

27 Inertia: Organization's management or board mem-
bers do not change.

28 Di5band: Board votes to disband the organization.

29 Conl1eT1e:The board convenes for positil'e change.

'Vants to set the organization back on the right track.

30 DemografJltic Shift" Broad scale societal or demo-
graphic changes.

99 Miscellaneous

The result of this process was that relationships between idiosyncratic
events were reduced to relationships between analytic categories of events.
That is, while "divorce of co-directors" leading to "one director left Twin
Cities area" does not allow us to make general claims about organizational
processes, internal conflict leading to being abandoned by insiders does. How-
ever, the observation of this relationship in a single case, or even in a hand-
ful of cases, does not lead us to conclude that the process is generalizable.
The task remains to review the cases for common sequences of events.

3. Qualitative Comparative Analysis
Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) looks for various paths to an

outcome variable through the use of Boolean algebra (Ragin, 1987). The
methodology finds combinations of causal conditions using truth tables of
binary data. A truth table predicates the presence or absence of conditions
that lead to a particular outcome. The presence of a condition is coded
"one" and the absence of a condition is coded "zero." Using Boolean alge-
bra, these tables are then reduced logically to an equation that gives the
combinations or paths leading to the outcome. The method helps to dis-
cern the key factors that create the outcome while dropping the unimpor-
tant event~. One way to think of this process is that we are discovering the
"recipe" that leads to our outcome, in this case, organizational closure.
There may be several combinations of ingredients that create the same out-
come. Through this method, we use deductive reasoning to discern which
ingredients those are. Qualitative comparative analysis is especially useful
for studies where the researcher has in-depth knowledge of a smaller num-
ber of cases. It has the advantage of rigorously and logically analyzing data
while still allowing for a smaller number of cases.
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Ifwe think of organizational closure as the outcome event-closure, the
results of a QCA analysis might be a Boolean algebra equation where there
were two or more paths toward that outcome. It is important to note that in
Boolean algebra, logical AND is Jlmltiplication, while logical OR is addi-
tion. Using the example in Figure 7.3, we can describe two paths to closure
in this organization:

INTERNAL CONFLICT
.~ (and) LOW BOARD/STAFF CAPACfIY + (or) ABANDONED BY INSIDERS

-> (=) ORGANIZATIONAL CLOSURE

In this case, there were two paths toward the outcome of organizational
closure, (1) internal conflict (divorce of co-directors) weakened the capac-
ity of the board/staff which then lead to closnre or (2) internal conflict
I~ad to an insider leaving the organization (one of the co-directors) which
then lead to closure.

To look at onr data using QCA, we turned the focns codes into variables
in the truth tables where "one" was the mention of this event in the narra-
tive and "zero" was nonexistence of the condition. The truth table describ-
ing the presence or absence of a focus coded event in the stories of the :31
organizations is found in Appendix A. Because it is a binary variable, if an
event structure diagram contained two of the same focus code, it was
coded as one (or the presence of the even t).

In these data, there are several issues with using QCA to analyze the
data. To begin with, all of the cases have the same outcome (they have all
closed their doors). Thus the outcome for each case in our sample has the
presence (coded as one) for the outcome. In QCA, the researcher can gain
significant logical leverage with negative cases. In this study, there is 1J~
possible narrative explaining how an organizatjon did not close, so there IS
no way to create a viable negative case. Thus our task oflooking for the ~'ar-
ions combinations of these variables/focns codes that lead to organiza-
tional closure becomes considerably more challenging.

With 31 possible focus codes (or coded events), it is immediately appal~
ent that it is problematic to address the logically possible combination.s
with the data we have. Each code or variable increases the nnillber of 10gl-
cally possible combinations. The fonnula is 2k where k = the l1luuber 0.1'

cansal conditions. Whereas a study with 4 coded events yields 2101' 16 lOgi-
cally possible combinations, a study with 31 coded event~ would yie~d 2~'

or

2,147,483,648 logically possible combinations. W'ith so many combmauons
across the entire set of variables or focus codes, we had no common combi-
nations. Indeed it was difficult. using even selected focus codes to obtain
any useful combinations with the QCA software. This is not surprising
given the number of logically possible combinations for our set and our
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sample size, but it does present some difficulty in uncovering which
focused codes are most salient. In order to address this problem, we must
return to the existing theoretical and substantive knowledge for guidance
and draw on the different narratives in the literature desClibing closure.

.
Another issue is that many event structure diagrams had multiple

mstances of the same focus code. Substantively this makes sense. For exam-
ple, in one narrative a nonprofit that provided midwifery services
described its relationship with local hospitals. The infonnant said that the
hospitals offered higher salaries to instructors than the nonprofit could,
and also offered childbirth classes to couples, which they did as well. Both

~f.these events were occasions when the organization faced outside compe-
tItIOn (focus code #4). However, in QCA there is only the presence or
absence of the condition, and therefore we had to reduce these two quali-
tatively different events into one event. This is not an optimal strategy, but
necessary to proceed with the analysis.

Th.is paper also focuses on the presence of conditions as necessary or
sufficIent to create the outcome. This is key because we asked respondents
t~le open-ended question "What led to organizational closure?" Our analy-
SISdoes not focus on the absence of variables as necessary or sufficient for
closure because the assumption is that respondent's answered the question
with conditions that led to the organization's closure. Simply omitting an
event does not imply the event did not occur, instead it implies that the
event was not significant in the respondent's narrative about the closure of
the organization. Thus omission of a condition would not indicate a nega-
tive case as is assumed in traditional QCA analysis. In Boolean algebra this
is indicated via upper and lower case, where upper case conveys the pres-
ence of a condition and lowercase indicates the absence of a condition. In
this stUdy, all of the variables and the outcome (or dependent variable) in
the Boolean algebra equations are in uppercase.

FINDINGS

To combine the Boolean equations with the temporal ordering of the
event structure diagrams we created models delived from our general
model in Figure 7.1 which desclibes the process of closure among non-
profits. We then checked each organization to see if the theorized focus
coded events were present and then if the events followed the expected
causal and temporal ordering. In other words, we created Boolean algebra
equations that included the directional arrows found within the event
structure analysis. Thus the model fits an organization's event structure
diagram if the focus coded events exist in the same casual and temporal
direction that the model predicts, regardless of intervening events.
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It is important to remember that in using this method, overly complex
models with multiple levels of causality will be harder to fit to the popula-
tion, while simpler models with only one causal level will be much easier.
As a result, we attempted to work with the theoI'etical building blocks of
simpler models to determine a useful explanation of organizational clo-
sure among community based nonprofit organizations. Then we pro-
ceeded to build and test more complicated models. To determine the fit of
the model. we looked at the event structure diagrams that contained the
focus code'd events of interest and then made sure that tIle causal direction
of the events was consistent with the model. vVe ignored intervening events
between the causal variables that we were examining. vVewere interested in
the existence of the causal direction in the structure of the argument.
Thus, we examine if the stnlCture of the theoretical account exists within
the trajectory of the narrative.

1. Program Failure/Mission Completion/Lack of External Commitment/
Financial Crisis

Our first proposition is that program failure, mission completion, a lack
of external commitment or financial crisis was commonplace in the stories
about closure. In effect, these factors were important catalysts for closure.
Procrram failure was mentioned twelve times and occurred in eleven differ-
ent ~rganizations. Six organizations said that they completed their mission
while f1fteen organizations said they had a financial crisis. Twenty-one orga-
nizations expressed that the public didn't want or need services, there was
a decrease in hmding, or the clients abandoned them, indicating that
there was a loss of external commitment to the organization. If we were to
express this model in a QCA notation, it would read as follows:

Modell

PROGRAM FAILURE + (or) MISSION COMPLETION + (or) FINANCIAL

CRISIS + or
Lach of Exlen/al Commitment
PUBLIC DOES NOT WANT SERVICES + (or) DECREASED FUNDING +

(or) CLIENTS ABANDON
-~ (=) ORGANIZATIONAL CLOSURE

We found that this model as a whole described the situation in thirty of

the organizations in our study (that is 96.7 percent of the organizations).

2. Lacll of Internal Commitment
We argued that nonprof1ts are panicularly vulnerable to changes i~l

commitment of their staff and volunteers. When a nisis occurs, the orgalll-
zation will find it difficult to survive if personnel are not committed to the
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[ec:~~~C:on] OR [p~"=] OR ~c;,~~~1 OR [Fi~~~;-I]
Commitment

Public
Does Not

Want
Services

OR
Decreased

Funding
OR

Clients
Abandon

J ,
!

[ Closure]
Figure 7.4. Modell: Precipitating events and closure.

organization. If those inside the organization lose faith, the organization is
doomed to fail. We define a lack of internal commitment as abandonment
by insiders, a decreased commitment to the organization by staff, adminis-
trators, or volunteers, or conflict within the organization,

Model 2

Lack. of Internal Commitment
ABANDONED BY INSIDERS + (or) DECREASED COMMITMENT + (or)
INTERNAL CONFliCT
-+ (=) ORGANIZATIONAL CLOSURE

Twenty-four of the 31 organizations fit Model 2. That is, 77.4 percent of
the cases mentioned a lack of internal commitment in their narratives.

3. Organizational Expansion or Contraction
We argued that when nonprofit organizations face crises they make

changes, partly because there are no established measurement criteria that
can inform administrators and board members about what needs to be
done. The organization continuously ovelTon-ects its course, and person-
nel who observe this tendency can lose faith in the organization and its
mission if they are uhsuccessful. Because expansion requires organiza-
tional members and employees to create and/ or learn new techniques and
routines and contraction reduces organizational capacities, the chances of
failure are high,
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Lack of Internal
Commitment

Internal Conflict
OR

Insiders Abandon
OR

Decreased Commitment

1

[ Closure]
,~. 7 ~ l\10(lel 2 . La ck of internal commitment and closlII'e,"Igure ..J, ..

"
.'

Beginning with the concept of organizational. ch~nge, our d~\ta,
showed

f chan ge events within the orgalllzatlOns: contr,tctlon ,lndtwo types 0 ..
"

"
..' \' members,

expansion. Some orgamzatJOns changed b) ,~ttt actmg ne'.
'

'

>'

),'

expanding programs, hiling new executives, gettlllg ne\~
grants 01 nK,1g;ng

with other organizations. In this way they expanded theIr base and ~l1e~
to

. k
.

)Os
'lt 'l ve chano-es to hel l

) the organization. Other orgamzallon.sn1<\ e I' .' b ; . .' I . 'alll-
divested assets, downsized or fired executives, thlls conti actn~.g

t ~e Ol~

zation. Model 3 inCOlvorates these two types of change (see FlgUle 7.b).

Organization
Expansion

Get New
Members

OR
Hire

Executive
OR

Expand
Programs

OR
Get New

Grant

Organization
ContractionOR

Divest
Assets

OR
Downsize

OR
Fire

Executive

1I

t
[ Closure]

Model 3: Organization expansion or contraction and closure.Figure 7.6.
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Model 3

OrganhahonalExpanrion
NEW MEMBERS + (or) EXPAND PROGRAMS + (or) HIRE EXECUTIVE +
(or) NEW GRANT
or
Organizational Contraction
DIVEST ASSETS + (or) DOWNSIZE + (or) FIRE EXECUTIVE
-t (=) ORGANIZATIONAL CLOSURE

The overall fit for Model 3 is 58.0 percent (I8 of31 organizations).

4. The Overall Model
We built Model 4 from the components in Modell and 2. According to

our stOlY, program failure, mission completion, a lack of external commit-
ment or financial crisis are key precipitating events. These lead to a lack of
internal commitment: internal conflict, insiders abandoning and a
decreased commitment to the organization. We can model this process using
the following equation. These components of the model in Figure 7.7 can be
expressed in the following Boolean equation where "-t" represents both a
logical AND as well as a causal direction in the event structure diagram.

Model 4

PROGRAM FAILURE + (or) MISSION COMPLETION + (or) FINANCIAL

CRISIS + or
Lack oj External Commilment
PUBLIC DOES NOT WANT SERVICES + (or) DECREASED FUNDING +
(or) CLIENTS ABANDON

--
Lack oj Int6nal Commitment
ABANDONED BY INSIDERS + (or) DECREASED COMMITMENT + (or)

INTERNAL CONFLICT
-- (=) ORGANIZATIONAL CLOSURE

We find that this model fits fifteen of the thirty-one organizations in the
sample accounting for 48.3 percent of the organizations.

Finally, we constnJCted a complete model that addresses all of the com-
ponents in Models 1-4. In this model, the precipitating factors are pro-
granl failure, financial crisis, a lack of external commitment and mission
completion. For this model, we suggest that mission completion leads
directly to a lack of internal commitment, while program failure, a lack of
external commitment, or a financial crisis would first lead to an organiza-
tion t.rying to implement some sort of change through either expansion or
contraction. Mter getting new members, hiring an executive, expanding
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[ Missjo~ ]OR [profjram 1OR lack of OR[Fina.n~ial]Completion Failure J External CriSIS
Commitment

Public
Does Not

Want
Services

OR
Decreased

Funding
OR

Clients
Abandon

Figure 7.7. Model'!: Precipitating events, lack of internal commitment, and closure.

programs, getting a new grant, divesting assets, downsizing or firing their
executive, we suggest they lose internal commitment. By this, we mean that
they will have internal conflict, insiders abandoning, or a decreased com-
mitmentto the organization.

Model 5

PROGRAM FAILURE + (or) FINANCIAL CRISIS + (or) PUBLIC DOES NOT

WANT SERVICES + (or) DECREASED FUNDING + (or) CLIENTS ABANDON
_.-~

Organiwtional Expansion
NEW MEMBERS + (or) EXPAND PROGRAMS + (or) HIRE EXECUTIVE + (or)

NEW GRANT
or
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organnanonalCon~actwn
DIVEST ASSETS + (or) DOWNSIZE + (or) FIRE EXECUTIVE
or
MISSION COMPLETION
~

Lack of Internal Commitment
ABANDONED BY INSIDERS + (or)

DECREASED COl\fl"""""IU..=
INTERNAL CONFLICT m ~.uv.lL1'U + (or)
~ (=) ORGANIZATIONAL CLOSURE

r Mission ]LCompletion [pro~ram 1 ORFaIlure J
..
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t .
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Internal Conflict
OR

Insiders Abandon
OR

Decreased Commitment

I

t
[ Closure]

Figure 7.8. Model 5: Full model of nonprofit organization c!osul-e.
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This model described the pattern in ten organizations, which makes up
32.2 percent of our sample. Considering the complexity of this model, it
seems to hold some explanatory power.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Our best fitting model is also the simplest. The first model focused on the
precipitating events program failure, mission completlon, financial crisis
and a loss of external commitment. Program failure was a common OCClll~
rence. It occulTed in eleven organizations. One arts organization had a
successful big name performance, which generated money and helped
their financial situation. They tried the same tactic again and the second
big name performance did not generate the expected revenue. As a result,
they laid off staff and moved to close the organization.

Six of our organizations reported that they closed because they com-
pleted the missiou of their organization. This is a poiut that is often not
addressed in the literature. Rather than organizational death being a fail-
ure of the organization to survive, in these cases the organization actually
succeeded in its goal. One such organization was a grassroots movement to
mobilize the community for a specific change in local governance. When
they succeeded in making the changes, they stopped meeting and dis-
banded. This finding is in contrast to the idea that a voluntary organization
will continue to exist in perpetuity even when they have completed their
mission. Sills (1957) discusses the dilemma faced by the March of Dimes
organization. Upon realizing that the Salk vaccine was likely to eradicate
polio in 1955, the organization faced the completion of their mission.
Rather than turn out the lights, they chose to ta.ke up the cause of infantile
paralysis because this issue did not have a champion to raise money and
awareness, thus mobilizing the resources of an already established and
respected organization toward a new mission. While this "story" has come
to dell.lle the nonproll.t sector, our Il.ndillgs suggest that this is not always
true and should be reexamined.

When external stakeholders lose interest in a nonprofit, it has an impact
on the organization's ability to stay viable. In our sample, this was one of
the key variables. Some organizations found that their client base or audi-
ences were decreasing. Others had a hard time finding new timding
sources when old ones dried up. It was evident in the narratlves that non-
profits were dramatically atfected by developments in their external e;nvi-
ronment. One organization that was focused on educating the community
on issues of aging reported that. the public had little iuterest in their mes-
sage. The respondent said "why keep educating the world if they don't
want to be educated?" Another organization that was dedicated to the dis-
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tribution of certain films found that they were receiving less and less calls
from interested parties. When the organizations began to get less support
and positive response from the community for their mission, employees
within the organization became less committed to their mission.

Organizational closure among these nonprofits was influenced heavily
by the loss of internal commitment as seen in Model 2. Waning commit-
ment brings the viability of the organization into question. People hold
these community-based nonprofit organizations together. One organiza-
tional closure involved an accident that left the director incapacitated and
unable to work. He was so essential to the success of the organization that
they had to close their doors. Another organization that offered Jewish
couples marriage workshops closed their doors because they lost the rab-
binical couple that had previously conducted the workshops. In these cases
the organizations faced a difficult hurdle when there was a change in the
organizational leadership. These organizations were driven by mission, not
profits, and if people ceased to believe in the organization or withdrew sup-
port, these organizations were in big trouble.

At the same time, we did not find as much resistance to closure or con-
flict as we had expected. When reading through the narratives about clo-
sure we were struck by how respondents used particularly organic
metaphors such as "it withered on the vine," "we eased our way out of it,"
"finally it dissolved," the "thread started unraveling and unraveling and
finally it was gone." Respondents talked about the organization's closure as
almost a natural occurrence. There was little anger or resentment. In
describing the death itself, respondents reported "it was hannonious, it
died gracefully," "if no one calls a meeting, we won't meet again," "There
wasn't a lot of fuss about it," "it was time to close" and "we just stopped
meeting." These metaphors could indicate that as non profits began to
notice a loss of community and internal interest in the organization, they
followed a natural process toward closure. Indeed, looking at Table 7.2 we
recall that tllere was very little conflict. Only seven organizations men-
tioned internal conflict (although these seven mentioned more than two
instances of conflict on average in their organizations). But the narratives
of those closures seemed only mildly conflictual. For instance, one organi-
zation that had conflict as a part of the narrative can be seen in Figure 7.3.
The two founding members who had been married and were closing the
organization because they were divorcing. Thus while people's commit-
ment was an important part of the closure stories, there was not much
resistance to closure.

It could be that non-financial goals provide a less volatile organizational
context than if there are financial incentives. For example, one possible
reason for the lack of conflict is that nonprofit tax status disallows distribut-
ing the assets and resources of the organization among stakeholders in the
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organization upon dissolution. Thus there is no ince.ntive to e.ngage in con-
flict when it is clear that the organization is in dermse. In tillS case people
within the organization may choose to "cut their losses" and leave the orga-
nization without connict rather than stick around when it would be
unlikely that they would receive any reward for doing so.

lVlodd 3 is a change model that looks at what these organizations did
either through expan~ion or through organizational contraction. ~ot sur-
pdsingly, eighteen out of our thirty-one organizations had some form of
change in the process of closure. Onen organizations seeme.d to l1'r.

to

make some changes as a "last ditch effort" in order to save t.herr orgamza-
tion. For instance, one housing development organization hrred an execu-
tive director to save the organization. He had little support and it became
impossible for him to pull the organization out of the~r cri:sis. Otl~er orga-
nizations experienced these changes in the process ot dosmg therr doors.
For example, a dance group had increasing problems fror~l a damaged ~'ep-
ntation to financial mismanagement. They fired tire old drrector and hrn~d
a new one, but the difficnlties continued, so they had to layoff staff and
eventually close their doors. .

Ten organizations fit Model ~).This model is the ?ros~
c~mphcated. Or~

the one hand, in organizations that completed therr IIIrSSr?n,.emp~oyees
and volunteers' commitment waned and they left the orgamzatron. Eventu-.
all v, they closed without much rancor. On the other hand, in the wake of
pr~gram failure, financial crisis, or a loss of legitimacy,. th~re were change
iuitiatives. Similar to Sutton's description of tire organrzatrons he studied,
orgauizations in onr sample often tried to d~ so~nething ~(~~olve the r~rob~

lem. Sometimes they tried to expand orgamzatronal acUvltIes; someumes
they contracted. In turn, internal constitUencies withdrew their suPP?rt or
reduced their commitment to tire organization. That nearly one-thIrd of
the organizations in our study exhibited this pattern strongly suggests that
this is a very credible model describing nonprofit closure. . . .

Thus f~lrwe have not discussed financial crises. In our earher drscussJOn
we implied that it may not be as central to nonprofit closure b:cause goals
were primarily non-financial in nature. Yet there were 19 rnstances. of
financial crises in 15 organizations, a little less than half of the orgaIllza-
tions. While it is clear that fmances appeared in our closure stores, .we
found evidence that they may not be as important for nonprofit o~-gam.z~-
tions as the other events we cited. To illustrate, we took the financral cnsrs
variable out of our Model 5 and found that all ten of the organizations still
had paths toward closure that fit the model. This is .not t.o.

say t~1at there

were not paths in the models that did use the financral cnsls van~~)l~>,but
our model frt some organizational narratives with multiple paths. I Ins su~-
gests that the I1nancial crisis variable in Model? is not ~ m:cessarr ~>rs~IH.]-

cient condition for the closure of a nonprofit organrzatron. ""
Inle rt ]S
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certainly a factor, it seems to be a factor that happens in conjunction with
other events. This makes sense with what we know about nonprofit organi-
zations. The lack of a focus on profit means that while it is important for
these organizations to find the finances to secure their activities, it is not
the key motivator.

Finally, we should note that the incidence of closure was quite low. We
began the study period with 229 public charities. At the end of the IS-year
panel, 156 were still in our study. However, only 39 actually closed down
operations. The rest moved out of town, merged with another organiza-
tion, converted to another fonn, dosed and reopened again, or decided
that it no longer wanted to be in the study. It is hard to say if this is a high
or low "death rate," however, it suggests that failure is not pervasive, espe-
cially since we know that six of the 39 closed willingly because they had
completed their mission. This suggests either that nonprofits are very
robust and can "take a lot" or that they live well beyond their usefulness.
Economists might argue the latter. Because of the non-distribUtion con-
straint, there is little incentive to acquire them if they underperfoffi1 and
no financial incentive to liquidate tlleir assets. This, of course, reminds us
of Meyer and Zucker's (1989) pennanently failing organizations which per-
sist even though they perform poorly. Yet because nonprofits are not held
to a "bottom line" and "efficiency norms," they may be much better able to
ride out the hard times. People who have an interest in literacy, health
care, education, social justice and helping the needy and disadvantaged
may be stymied because of the lack of funding or the departure of key per-
sonnel, but their goals are still intact and, evidently, so are their organiza-
tions. Needless to say, more research on the apparent longevity and
resiliency of the nonprofit fonn needs to be done.
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NOTES

1. This is not to say that employees of nonprofits ,~ill .work for fr~e. Howev~r.
there is substantial evidence that pay in nonprohts IS less than III for-prohts
for comparable wor'k (Young, 1987).

For a complete list of purposes which would quali~y an organization for
public charity status under section 501 (c) (3) status 01 the U.S. Internal Rev-
enue tax code, see www.irs.gov/ charities/ charitable/artide/0"id=960\}9,OO
.html (accessed Il/16/2004).

Of the organizations that exited the panel and did not close th~ir doors,.
seven reorganized into a new entity, four merged or were acqUln:d, fO,IH
became or merged with for-profits, two left the sample area, two wele lle,er
in the sample area, four dosed but then revived. an? two we.re I?st. For four
organizations the parent organization closed and SIXorgalllzatrons refused
to participate.

2.

3.
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